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SUMMARY
This report describes models of and tests on an acoustic duct liner
system which has the property of controlled-variable acoustic impedance. This
is achieved by the use of a novel concept which uses the effect of steady air
flow through a multi-layer, locally reacting, resonant-cavity absorber. The
scope of this work was limited to a "proof of concept." The test of the
concept was implemented by means of a small-scale, square-section flow duct !
facility designed specifically for acoustic measurements, with one side of I_
the duct acoustically lined. The test liners were designed with the aid of
previously established duct acoustic theory and a semi-empirical impedance
model of the liner system. Over the limited range tested, the liner behaved
primarily as predicted, exhibiting significant changes in resistance and
reactance, thus providing the necessary concept validation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The pressing need to reduce aircraft noise is a widely recognized and
highly challenging problem. Recent advances in engine design, particularly in i
fan-jet applications, have partially alleviated the situation, but it remain_
evident that further improvements in noise reduction are urgently required. !
From the mid 1960's, some industrial and academic organizations responded to ,
the problem of noise generated within the engine by means of a theoretical
study of attenuation in flow ducts, which defined and explained the influence j
on modal propagation of both duct fluid flow and liner wall impedance. Many
aerospace companies also emphasized materials evaluation programs to the
extent that, through a proper combination of analytical models with empirical
qualifications, the aerospace industry can successfully produce duct liner
designs for particular application5 to commercial turbo-fan engines. Thus,
the main thrust of development is now to improve the e_ioienoy of acoustic
liner materials and that is the goal of the work described here. In this
context, "efficiency" can be defined, for a specific range of engine opera-
tion conditions, as an increase in attenuation over existing liner designs
and/or an increase in effective bandwidth.
The efficiency, or degree of optimization, is governed by factors which
are dependent on the basic characteristics of actual engine application and
operation: (I) variable operating range giving variable source distributions
which are generally unknown quantities; (2) variable mean flow environments;
and (3) severe weight, size, engine performance degradation, and cost con-
straints. The first two factors define the limitations of existing liner
design, with the design aim of obtaining the maximum insertion loss possible
for any arbitrary engine condition.
The source distribution, which determines the modal spectra, is rarely
known and is difficult to measure; while the aerodynamic conditions such as
the mean velocity and temperature profiles can dsually be specified with
adequate accuracy. It has been established that the liner impedance is not
only a function of liner design but that it also depends on the local sound
pressure level and properties of the local aerodynamic flow (often called the
"grazing flow" effect). Both of these effects are inadequately described by
empirical models. Thus, it is impossible to specify accurately the liner
impedances required as input to the theoretical models.
It is clear that the optimum suppressor performance (an appropriately
specified maximum insertion loss) for a given treated area cannot be obtained
with a liner impedance distrib_Jtion guided by theoretical models alone.
Neither can it be obtained from empirical data taken from flow duct facili-
ties, since the spatial distribution of the aero-engine acoustic sources
cannot be faithfully reproduced in such facilities. The only feasible method
of determining the optimum impedance distribution is to perform tests on a
rancle of liners installed in a reduced- or full-scale version of the enqine.
However, this approach demands a time-consuming, expensive engine test program
in which segments of duct lining are replaced and interchanged until an
opt imunl suppressor performance i s a t ta i rled at one: i_nr t: i cu I nr _'nrl i ne r_p[,rcl t i ncl
condition. Once this is achieved, the procedure would have I o 5e repeated it-
the suppressor is required to be effective at two engine operatin(l conditicm,,.
There would inevitably be a compromise, since the acou,_tic source inten_,ity
and distribution and the aerodynamic conditions will differ at t:he two oper-
ating conditions. To overcome these limitations, the liner must be "tuned"
after installation such that the maximum insertion loss can be achieved for
an arbitrary engine condition. Since the insertion loss, or duct attenuation,
is a direct function of the liner impedance, it is necessary to have direct,
in situ control of the liner impedance, i
The aim of this work is to show that the impedance of the liner can
essentially be controlled after installation. It has long been known that
s_eady bias air flow through perforated sheet-metal material will increase
the acoustic resistance (the real part of the impedance) from the zero
through-flow, or bias flow, value (ref. I). However, the imaginary part of
the impedance (the reactance) is only slightly affected by bias flo_. A
concept is described which uses these known effects in a multi-cavity liner
configuration such that controlled changes in reactance and resistance can
be effected. The practical use of this concept depends only on the availa-
bility of a supply of compressed air at a controlled pressure, and a slight
design modification of the liner configuration to allow injection of steady
air flow. Since aero-engine design has met simi far requirements in the past,
such as for de-icing and boundary layer control applications, this major
requirement is eminently practicable and presents no real obstacle to the
application of the proposed concept.
2. DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT
For a single-layer locally reacting liner system, the total resistance
is dominated by facing-layer resistance, and hence resistance control by bias
Flow is possible. However, since the total reactance is dominated by the
cavity reactance, the changes in facing-layer reactance with bias flow will
have little effect on the system reactance. However, consider the multi-
layer configuration shown in Figure I. The total reactance is a function of
the cavity depths and of the resistance of the intermediate layer separating
the two cavities. This effect can be envisaged by considering two extremes.
First, when the intermediate layer is a rigid impervious plate, the reactance
is solely a function of cavity depth (dl). Then, if the intermediate layer
is acoustically transparent, the reactance is a function of the total cavity
depth (dI +d2). Thus, a range of reactance is possible if the intermediate
layer resistance is varied between the two extremes with bias flow. In
practice, this effect is complicated by the fact that the impedance of the
duct facing layer will also be changed by the bias flow. As a general rule,
however, the total resistive changes can be controlled within the desired
bounds simply by using a facing layer which is considerably less sensitive
to bias Flow than the intermediate layer ....
A two-layer system is preferred for ease of analysis and fabrication,
since only two facing-sheet porosities anP two cavity depths have to be con-
sidered in design optimization.* The classical two-layer system would be
terminated at the liner rear-wall with a rigid, impervious layer. However,
to introduce bias flow through the two porous layers, the rigid back wall
must be replaced with a third porous layer. This layer should have a rela-
tively high acoustic flow resistance to minimize its effect on the two-layer
system. Further, a plenum must be included behind the porous layer to ensure
an even distribution of air flow throughout the system. While it would be
ideal for the real" layer and plenum to be acoustically decoupled from the
two-layer system, this cannot be fully realized in practice, as will be dis-
cussed later. This is not a serious shortcoming, since the system can be
analyzed as a three-layer liner without a significant increase in complexity.
The potential of this basic concept must now be substantiated. This
will be done by means of an analytical acoustic model of a simple lined duct
system which will be used to define a series of bench-type laboratory tests
aimed at validating the concept.

3. ANALYTICAL STUDY
3.1 Introduction
The first goal of the analytical program was to model the acoustics of
the t'preof-of-conceptt_ test duct such that an estimate of the attenuation 6
rates for the first two duct modes could be obtained as a function of wall
impedance and duct flow velocity. This information would enab]e an "optimum" j
impedance to be defined, thus ultimately guiding the design of a test liner.
The second part of the analytical study was to produce a workable impedance
model of the multi-layer liner system incorporating the effects of bias flow.
This model was to be used to design the liner component parts for the "proof-
of-concept 'r tests.
It should be noted that the analytical work was done primarily to guide
the liner design; associated analytical studies of the concept were inci-
dental rather than comprehensive in nature.
3.2 Attenuation Contour Plots
The aim of this part of the study was to develop the computational
facility to generate plots of contours of constant attenuation, in the imped-
ance plane, for the first two duct modes. These plots are an essential part
of the design of the liner system, the prime objective being to maintain any
particular value of attenuation as defined by the proper choice of duct wall
impedances appropriate to the desired frequency and flo_ velocity condition.
A large number of plots of contours of constant attenuation were
required to determine the specific effects of the relevant parameters:
frequency and duct flow velocity. Thus, a computational system was set up to
display the attenuation contours on a computer-graphics system, with the
option of a plot print-out on a line printer. This proved to be an extremely
convenient system, as the effect of parameter changes could be almost
instantly displayed, examined, and printed for future reference.
In the computer program, the plug flow equation [as described in Horse
and Ingard (ref. 2)J was solved for the modal propagation constants, the
input parameters consisting of duct grazing flow Mach number, duct wall I
impedance, and reduced frequency (K). The simplification of this clr,aly_is
,_ystem over other more complex shuar solutions (e.g. Priding)re-Brown type
_oluti_:ns) has been shown by Ko (ref. 3) to be justified f_r propnqnti(m
with fl(_w (i.e. the exhaust c(mfigurati()n) and a sufficient nl)l_V()xinlati()n
I(_r "thin" b(_unclary layer_ wi[h low (lrazirlfl flows for uHstream prc_pa(lalic,n
i_ee IK() (ru[. 3) and S(:hauer (ref. 14)]. Theref_r(,, For the purpc)s(,_ (_1 lhu
l_r(,s(_nl investi(lation only pl._l flow calculali_ms were utilized and _)II.'I,
,_._v_" cril ical , ,inalyI ic,Jl a,_l_e(:t_ c_f the l)lul)l(m_ W(,le einpha!,i z_!(l in,,i(,,1,1
(_','I. w,_l I impedance In(Melin(1).
I t,
i
The duct. r.:onfi(lur¢ltiol] ctlcmml for Illi', ,,l.10dy i,., l in(.,I (m ,_r.' i, ich,, ,l'.
_hown in Fiflure 2. The recluced I-requency (r) i_, rc'lnt(,cl re) lll(_ Irr,(..;i,,_r.,,
wave number (k) by K_:kd, Mlero. d i'.i the {luf:l wi(llh. In I1., {,×p(,rilnc,a_l,i1
ca_c:, d =7.62 cms (3 inchf, s); lhus K=2,_ld/c, wh(:,l-_' f • [I-(.,lll_!ncy ;ll)d (: ';I _..I
(}f sound. That is, for K ;= 1 ;llld C = 3lt_lto0 (Cilia;i}(,r f,l!C()lld, I1,,' {r('(lllL'llC. Y
beCOllleS 718 Hz. The pal'allleLOl" ()f reducu(I fre(ill(_ll(y i'; i)nrl i(:ularly C(}llV,,ll{,ill(
for the normalization of impedance VaJll(25 (311 tim c{,ml}le× I]l.lrlC ' , ,-1,. lilt. I_r;,l{:l}
points relll;Jin in the same relative positi(Jn c)n [I}u C{}ll[our i)l()l,,, i_,!l;lr(ll(.t;,,
off the frequency being considered. Tile frequL, ncic,_, coverud ill Ihu an_lly'_i:,
were based on I/3-octave center frequencies rrolll3]5 HZ to 4000 llz,with
supplemental values corresponding to integer wllues of K. The duct Mach
number values chosen were O.O, :'0.125, ,O.25, and '0.5. For rer(,rence, the I
equivalent frequencies and K numbers are given in Table I and the resulting
attenuation contour plots for the first two modes are reproduced in Appendix
A. (Note: In some references, q is used instead of K, the two bein:q rc.lal_:..l
by K=2_rl.)
f K f _ K -j
315 439 ....... i 436- .............l 2-000 .....
400 557 16OO I 2 228
500 696 2000 2 786
630 877 2154 3 000
718 I 000 2500 3 482
800 1 114 2872 4 0OO
1000 1 393 3150 4 387
1250 1 741 3590 5.000
Table I Equivalent Frequencies and Reduced
Frequencies (K Number)
In the analysis computation, the most convenient method of definition of
mode separation was to define a line of constant reactance from the branch
point to the zero resistance axis. This simplified the computation of the modal
attenuation contours, as ambiguities in this region in the solution are conve-
niently minimized or avoided for most parameter configurations of interest.
Also, in examining the contour plots it should be noted that both the acoustic
resistance and reactance are multiplied by scale factors (SR and SX respec-
tively) and divided by the reduced frequency (K). This scaling was u:,ed for
convenience in ploLting on the computer graphics system and thu line print,,r
to permit scale expansion as required.*
For zero flow, the position of the branch point will not: chan(le with
frequency (K), as the branch point** (()roptimum imp(,dance point) __()luti(m i,,
(O.3-.24j) xK. This observation s only ,ipproxim_It(,when flow ih inlr()d,,{(.I
i
l:ul :;till r_mulL:i in plol:r, which h.ve _:cm,,i,,l,,nl lenl_ar,.,,, Fiqttr_.,, !_ Io [}
(covering selected t-requ(;I}cies [o r the, /er() t l(}w {lu{:l LoJ}(lil i(}n) lh,)l, ,),, Ill,.,
[requency increases, the peak attel}u_Li(}ll r,,dtlc{,t, ,rod Ihe c(-)I}I{)LII- :,(,i),11,11 i()ll
increases. From Lhe information on the curw_s il i:. I)C}_it:le Ic, d(,lin(_, [()r
any given bounds of design impedant;(., what Ihe ext)ect(_d rnn:b, ()f alt(nu./iir._
rates would be for any given frequency.
The effecLs or duct Mach number are i l l_strated in Fiq_fr'u,, 5 ,i_l 9
through ILl for various reduced l:requenci_:s. As lh(, Mn.-h j,Jmb(_r incre,_-,_,',
for upstream propagation, the b. anch poi'nt moves t(_ a more neflative valuu
of reactance and a more positive value of resistance, while for down-
stream propagation° the branch point moves Loa more positive value ol-
reactance and less positive value of resistance compared with the zero-flow
case. At the branch point impedance both modes combine to form a pressure
pattern that attenuates approximately at its maximum possible decay rate.
However, any small deviation from the branch point impedance will result in ,_
dramatic change of attenuation both in absolute value and relative values be-
tween the two modes, thus allowing one mode to dominate (l:hat. which is least
attenuated).
Thus, it is evident that the design of a liner for a complex source dis-
tribution in frequency and space, plus variable mean flow conditions, .._
involves the consideration of a large number oF attenuation contour plots.
In this concept validation study, considering the practical difficulty
of mode identification based on sound pressure measurements in the duct, it
is highly desirable to maintain the attenuation rate of the second mode at a
much greater value than that of the first mode. This ensures that the
measured pressure decay rate is dominated by that of the first mode. This is :]
particularly desirable in the situation whe,,_ a complex source is present or
where modal scattering at impedance boundaries occurs.
Thus, for concept validation, it is desirable that the test liner imped-
ance _zc)_be either at the branch point or near a region where closely spaced
attenuation contours exist. In practice, however, as will be shown in
Section 4, such desirable conditions were difficult to achieve in every case
tested.
3.3 Impedance Model of Liner
3.3.1 Introduction
An enormous amount of work has been done durin_l th(, past 20 y(,,_I_, on {I_,
analysis and prediction of the impedance prop,-'rti{'s ()I: p_'rfor,_ted-pl,_t_,,
resonant-cavlty liners, This section will briefly discuss the ,_i_ini(iu,qnt
} parameters and detail the developm_,nt of the, imps'dance m(_d(,l Lon,,id_,0(,d m_,,,l
suitable for achieving the program goal: proof of th,, feasihility of _(_n-
trolling the acoustic impedance of the liniml by ,re,an,. of bi,_. nil II()w.
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fhc: h,_ic I)urp_se of the impedance I11c)del is to c)bl.nln n !_imple r_:latlon-
!,hip hetween the liner impe.dance and the bla_ flow Math number. The impedance
r_f lh_, liner in its ha:_ic conceptual [f_rm can be determined fr_-_m the individ-
u.I imlJ_d,lllc_.'_ a,_,_ociated wit:h the ba:_i.c component parts, Ideally, tile liner
sy_,tem i_ cc_II._ideredtu consist c:_ftwo cavities (I and II as shown in Fi_lure
15) with porous facin(] layers which have individual impedances which must be
clef inked by the model. Four" indc:pendent acoustic component characteristics of
this icleal liner system must be considered: (I) the facing layer resistance
(RI) and reactance (XI), (2) the reactance of cavity I, (3) the intermediate !
layer resistance (R:_)and reactance (X2), and (4) the reactance of cavity II.
In practice, however, the mechanical requirements of the bias air supply
introduce a third cavity whose purpose is to ensure a uniform bias air dis-
tribution. Thus, because of the finite value of the acoustic impedance of the
air supply plenum and distribution control layer, this third cavity must a'so
be taken into account. The influence of the air supply pipework in this third
cavity will be ignored, since the system consists of a large number of _er_
small holes through which choked flow passes, with negligible effect on the
overall absorption of the third cavity.
The duel far;i_iglayer is to be treated as a special case in that the
effect of grazing flow on the impedance must be accounted for. This effect
is complicated by the fact that bias infiow or outflow interacts with the
grazing flow to modify the impedance. This is the first of three major
influences on the resistance of the facing layers which must be considered in
the model. The second influence is the effect of the bias flow itself, which
must be assumed uniform along the liner section, by design, although axial
variations _re theoretically possible. The third influence is the effect of
nonlinear sound pressure levels, complicated by the fact that, as the sound
wave is attenuated down the duct, the influence will decrease in magnitude.
Some experimental evidence points to an acceptable equivalence between non-
linear SPL effects and bias flow effects; this is expected, since the physical
mechanism of dissipation in each case is related to the particle velocity
through the perforate holes. Thus, although it is considered desirable to
incorporate this effect into the model, for the purpose of this work, this
influence is tacitly assumed to be incorporated in the bias flow effect and
nc_ta specific model requirement.
In summary, the model must be capable of evaluating the impedance at a
particular reduced frequency (K), for a particular grazing flow Mach number
(MGF), and bias approach Mach number (Mi) , in terms of the impedance proper-
ties of the individual component parts. These impedance properties must be
d_;fined in terms of the physical properties of the liner: (I) the number _f
Inyer_i; (2) perl_;rated facing sheet parameters of open area (or pnrnsity ,;),
hole diameter (dh), and plate thickness (_')_ and (3) the individual layer
c,__vity depths (d).
In _dditi()n, there will be ,.ome practic:al c_)nstrainl5 c)n the liner
'_y!_tem. For example, perforated _,heel can be readily obtained in only a
li,nil_,d van(le nl p_r()_itie,,, cavity (lepth's must be conw_'nient In .,,(, in the
le_,l l il)er, and |het-e mu_,t h(, rea_,_nable ea',_' of man.facture. The. mc_d_,l i,,
thil!_ noL I_'quilf,d t_ ilicl_rl)l:Jl-,iLe ,ill _ll_l ilili/,ll i<_1 lillll ill_. I_,i iinl..,I,lii,, ,,v.llli._
iiln_ ,l'.:, ill .ill iJl_dl;illiliiy lll{,i_, llr<lll,lllly t#_,il,I I,,. ,i i,,illl i. Ii_ il/ ,,I ..,,I,l_ i ,i,.,
5. $.3 Dc'!,_:l'ilJti<_il oil t h(: Mo<lf_l
The model is dew_l<lp_:d in [wQ lo{/iic.,ll 'ill.i)',. rllc_ i il i ..i.ll i., iliL
dc, finition of the illlpod,-lllCt_, cll,lracl_ol-i<;1, ic_ ell: thl_ c;<liill,<ql<.ltl I,,lil,,, vxl_il_ Ill,.
_,ec:ond step combines tile corllpollefl'_ impod<lnc_:,> il1 [lift Ilil.lll i-I,_y<.'l- {.</ill ifllll'<'l
tiOlll resulting in the required evaluation of the [f)l;,'ll ]illiJl ililli[_'tl,in(:(', i
The simplest conlponenl: part to evalu<ll:e i_, the illll)(:tl;lnct_ t)f lh(! r, ,.llll '- /
live cavities. The model assumed that each cavity bell;IVet; ()nly :i_} n I>III(:
r(,.ictance, e.g., it takes the familiar form cot (kd), wh(:.r_, I< i,; the: Ir_,,,
space wave number and d the cavity depth for a single (aviiy ._,y_,t{_m.
Evaluation of the perforated facing sheet impedanc,; is, c(m._>id[,lal)ly N,<,i_
complex. The simplest approximation for the s,(::_[c:/.ilh, part oi; a peil:(,r:_t_'d
material is the well-known fact that the resi,.}_ance (R) is Lo l)ropurtion;,l
Hi/.._ ;_, where M i is the incident bias Mach numbei" and _) is tlle perf(Jratc_ r,()r(,',
i[y. The constant of proportionality for this D.C. fl(,v_ c;3se i_, often _jive,, .,s
between 0.7 and 1.0; however, for acoustic excitation it can l.e .]usLil_i_,d ,_;
being closer to 2.0, which is somewhat closer to the experim_-ntally obserw:,d
value. However, this simple form results in values oI F(_.si..,l.,mcc_ lhat arc'
f<}r too small for small bias flows (e.g. as _Ii approaches ,q:ro, thc.m R
approaches zero), and the more complex and comprehei:sive l:(_rmul<}liun el" fief' I,
and Rogers (ref. 5) is of use. They have developed an impr,,v_,d orifice
impedance model which accounts for both the linear an(l nonlino,]r regime<.> <,I
acoustic excitation, which compares quite accurately t,silh (fl)_herved in_l)edanc_,
Ineasurements such as those of Ingard and Ising fret. (,]. Th,' l,_,',ic ,_,,,i,:,l,I i,_,
in Lhe use of this quasi-steady, hydrodynamic model (c)ul lined mathematical ly
in Appendix B) is that the acousti.r; velocities can be repla_ed by bias J low
w, loci ties (the case of zero bias flow being approximated with an incid,:ni
bias Mach number of 0.001).
The resistance model developed for this work does n(_l dul:in,' n ll_-_nsl_'l
point between the two approaches; instead it combines lh_. two with ._ rc,.._ll ,_i
snlooth curve of resistance changes with bias fl_w.
The reacLive part of the impedance of the layer fn_ ili[l .=I_,._,I'. w4. ;,I,_
_:valuated using the model of Hersh and Rollers (rcf. 5) (II_, _,_,,_ t l_,rv,_il,,i ,
'._ _ut. l ined in Appendix B).
The facing sheet of the outermost layc'r is _l spuci,_l _:,l',_, in II_,ll i1,,
iulieclance is affected by the pr_;sence of I.h_, du(.l ,lip I-I,Jw, Illl: ,,()-, ,,11<.,I
'_<.lrazing-t:]o_" elfeEt, Rogers and tlersh (ref. /) hclw, illw,<,l i<1,_1<.,I Ihi,,
_,1 feel and produced a model which considc, rs {hi. illll_,i-_]c:l icui _)1 h_,ll_ I_i<,., I
<1rid {irazing flow, The case of outflow, corrc,<,t_r)n_lin!l i_) l.hl, I,i-_ll._<,,,_l t_.,,t
ctJnli_luralioll, i_, ll_irlicularly ,.,inlplit:ic.cl in thdl r4,1!i_,r,, ,_illll Ih,i..ll ,,i.lv,, /li,
{ll_- re<_i_tance coliclp'_e'., onto a single cul-v_, wIlt!n !_l_,l{_:tl ill I<.im,> ,,! .,li
eft:t:t:liv:; di,,,tl,ir'(lt, c:c.,fficient vet<ill _, e/i-ilicc tfi ,ir,i;.'illl I ll,>v, v,.,l_,, i1/ i i i<,.
Ttiu..,, lii/! r_:sistivu _-1_3ntt_,s <-ire illC(irll_)l,lll_d iilt_l /il_! llir_<h,I ii_ It,i-hi.. ,1i_+,, 17
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proportional to tile grazing flow, but with tile discharge coefficient dependent
on the ratio of bia_ flow Mach number to grazing flow Mach number.
Their model shows that, when the bias outflow velocity greatly exceeds
the grazing flow velocity, the effects of grazing flow induced resistance are
negligible. In fact, it has been established experimentally Isee Rice (ref.
8), for example] that graz!ng flow induced resistance dominates and holds the
overall resistance constant up to a value of the velocity ratio (bias to
grazing flow) of 0.3, after which the bias flow induced resistance dominates.
Thus, the model computes the two situations and assigns the larger value of
the resistance for each value of the bias flow velocity. Although the reac- j
tire changes of the duct facing sheet with grazing flow were not incorporated
in the liner impedance formulation due to a lack of a reliable empirical
model, this omission is not considered serious. Indeed, there is some
evidence that increasing grazing flow will add a small positive component to
the facing sheet reactance [see Dean (ref. 9)], which will, in turn, be
reduced as the bias flow is increased [as determined by Guess (ref. 10)]. The
resulting duct facing layer reactance approaches that of Hersh's model as the
bias flow is increased. Thus, the reactance model of Hersh and Robers will
be sufficiently accurate for this investigation.
Special consideration in the model had to be given to the facing sheet of
the air supply cavity. The concept recognized the physical necessity of its
existence, and the model requires that the acoustic impedance contribution
must be considered, with the restriction that the physical configuration of
the air supply cavity and facing sheet be an invariant quantity. In fact,
the facing layer was chosen to be a fiber metal with a nominal flow resistance
of about 80 rayls (C.G.S.). Only its resistive component was used in the
model and was taken to be identical to the D.C. values measured by means of a
flow bench facility; that is, the resistance of this layer was taken to be in
direct proportion to the bias flow Mach number, as given in Appendix B.
Finally, all the component parts of the separate layer impedances must
now be combined so as to evaluate the total liner impedance as seen by the
duct acoustic field. Rschevkin (ref. 11) provides the means to combine the
impedances of the individual layers through a convenient recurrence relation-
ship (given in Appendix C for reference) which holds for an arbitrary number
of layers. Indeed, the computer program, which calculates the component
impedances and the total liner impedance, was set up such that the number of
layers was a defined variable, recognizing the possibility of more complex
liner systems.
3.4 Model Parametric Considerations
The parameters which control the impedance of the multi-layer system are
grazing-flow Mach number, perforate porosity, and c_vity depth. As the
effect of each parameter on system impedance is highly interactiw_ with that
of the other parameters, it is extremely difficult to visualize the specific
effect of a change of any one of them on the system impedance. However, s{)nle
generalizations can be made.
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lhu c'll'ect _[ flr,_/iml l:lnw is Ihe !_impl,,';l I_ ," l,J,;,,i I,/. /\n i_l,n,,,_,,,, i,,
ql,l,,infl-I:l_w tlnch numher re:iull__ in an illCl'f_lf_O ill I'l";i,,I,/[¿C," II1,1 I1_,1 l_',ll "
1,mc_) of Lhu mul t i-layer system.
Sect>rid, in a _ystem with fixed cavity depLh'_, Ihu _tl:ec.I _ ,i ,I,.c.,_.,_,,,:
i4_ the r,,_i.f,, c_f intermediate to facing layer porosities will _1 ,:_:1 iw,ly
rmsult in a decoupling of the intermediate layer at a !,_,_,'_." w_lu_' ,_f t:_in_, I lnw
t,l,jch number. The consequence of this decr_upling i,, n mnl-e rnpi_l decren,,u ol
I
reactance with bias flow.
Similarly, for given perforate porosities, an increase in the rati<__f /
intermediate to facing cavity depths will result in n larger r,,duc.tionit,
runctance over the same bias flow range.
A rather thorough computer study was made of the uffc._Ls of tl,t-sc,l:hree
parameters on system impedance, and the complete set of res.lts is included 1
in Appendix D for a comprehensive range of frequencies. The reduced frequency ._
K was varied from 0.5 to 5.0 (which is equivalent to 360 Hz to 3.6 KHz,
respectively). The resistance and reactance coordinates are scaled such that
these plots can be compared with (or overlayed on) the attenuation contour
plots in such a way that a change in one of the paramei.er:_ can he relnled
easily to a change in attenuation. Figure 15 shows both the impedance model
liner configuration and the coding of the bias flow symbnls used f_n the subse-
quent bias flow impedance characteristic plots.
It is possible to categorize the response of the. basic double-layer liner
system (as shown in Figure 15) into three regions, based on their relative
positions on the impedance plane, corresponding to increa_,incj value_, ot reduced
frequency K.
The first region, broadly classified as that area where the impc,.lance
charact:eristic lies below and just above zero reactance ,,>:is, it, illustrated
in Figures 16 to 18. (Zero reactance in this case can b,_ d_,fined at:. th,"
first resonant frequency of the liner.) In this region the elfect of hint,
flow is to r,_duce the reactance and increase the resistance.
In the second region, illustrated in Figures 19, 2[),and 21, the bi{_,,fl{)_.,,
characteristic is such that an increase of bias flow initially ,-,'duty,,the re-
sistance; then at some point the rear cavity effectively becom,..,,lecolH_led,and
the resistance increases with increasing bins flow. Thi', heh,,,_r)ru',,_nlly
o(:cur_ when the reduced frequency K is clo',e to lhe s(,c,_n,I lin,,_ _,,,_,n,,r,,:_,
p_inl.. If the zero bias reactance it_ /,,.',:,-,,',_, (,l:_ in Fiqul,.s lq nnd 1,'(i, i.e.
K jusl below the second res_nancc), an incl-e,l.,_ in ll_' I_ir'', I I_'w will _'''1'_'"
LIve t_',lctarlCe until a c_,nstant value is ,Hq_r_ncl.'<l. t\1 I1_', l*_,inl lip. ,,,l_
cnvily is effectively duc_upled. If the zur_> hi,-_ r,,,_.L,,ll_,, i,, , , I,_.
i_, Fiqur,, 21, i.e. K just ab_ve the sec_m_l r_,,,c,_a_<,, i._il_l), ir_wn'.iI.i ! i,,,,
I I,,w wi 11 incre_se the re,_clance unt i I the, ie,lr c,lvi [y i', ,_,i._i_ ,I,,, ,._1,1,,,I
',/ll_.tl-_.tl|l)(}n i [ relllaillS c¢911,_-,1,1111 .
The l.hird region cow'r':, ew_'n hi_lh_'.r v,_lues _t I(. It, II_i . r,',li_,,_, ir_, _,',v,-
in,I hins I'lnw ha'; the .If_'ct ,_1 ir..:r_,-_.,inq t,,_fh r_.,,i,,I,,_ .... _I,.t _,,,, I _r,,, (,_,,
',l,_wn ir_ Fi,l,_r,,:_, 22 ,_nd ?]).
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Wi thin enc.I1 fl.un_rnl izc,d t_'(li_)rl, Ih_, hi,l', Il_w _.lhllaCl,'l i',l i_. (_Ji ,i I i.-:, _I
v,llue eft K can be widely varied by me.,ln,, _)l" p¢_rr_.,ily dr.I c:avily (11'1,111,h,ll.I,",.
I:(.- ._xnmple, c_m_ider Fiflur_'_ 17, 21t. and 25. The difl_,r_,ll_c, I_.lw,,,.i, ,,;u-J1
(.,l'.,e i,s _imply lhat of poro,.il:y raL ic_'-, hetw,,_.n lhe inl_.rnl,_li.llu ,lrul I,. ilul
l,wer. Fronl Figu-e 17 to 211 the ratio has ch,_nged frr_In (1.5 I,) l.O, _iml whi l,.
I lle resistive pal' ol: the bias flow characteri_tic i_, _,',_._,l_li,_l ly ll_, ,..,n_.,
tile reactive changes have decreased by one third (no[u Ihu ,.,:._lu fm:lOl ch, l_,.i,,
butween plots). This is a direct effecl of the nloru weakly d_,c()upling helhw-
ior of the rear cavity. Conversely, coral)areFiqure._ 17 ,rod 25 (in the l,_It_,_
case the porosity ratio has been reduced to O.25 by incr_asinq tilefacing
layer porosity); the reactive changes due to bias flow are allnosl iduntical l_, /
Fi!jure 17, but the increasing resistance characteristic has h,'en suppr(.',,,_,,l
until it is virtually constant over a large range of bias flows. For ,_imil,_r
comparisons at other frequencies, reference can be made lo lh(: bias fl_)w
characteristic plots given in Appendix D.
If the layer porosities are held constant and only the cavil y deplh_
permitted to change, the comparative situation can again be deduced from _he
plots given in Appendix D. In all cases the t:r,l;,z/,cavity depth remains
constant; only the relative cavity depths are changed. To consider a specific
example, decreasing the rear cavity depth by half for I<,=1.0 (Figure 26)
results in a slightly reduced overall resistance ccmpared with Fiqure 17, bul
the reactance is reduced by about half at the maximum bias flow value. Th _.,
is to be expected, as in the fully decoupled condition of the rear cavity, II,_.
liner overall reactance is a function of the facing cavity depth alone.
Conversely again, if the facing layer cavity depth is reduced by hall (at, r,
Figure 27), at high bias flows much larger negative reactances will resuIl,
although with larger resistances when compared with Figure 17.
Similar effects can be observed by making similar comparisons at oll,ur
frequencies (the plots are given by Appendix D). Thus, it is obvious that
virtually any desired bias flow characteristic can be produced on the imped-
ance plane, with the basic problem being the complex interaction of the three
basic liner parameters: frequency, porosity, and cavity dep[h. A complica-
tion not explicitly discussed, but implicitly included in porosity effects,
is comprised of the parameters of hole diarnetert, and hole st_acinq.
Also presented in Appendix D are exanlples of the effect of qrazinq fl_,w
at two representative Mach numbers (0.25 and 0.5). This effecl is character-
ized by a bodily shift of the bias flow characteristic to the righl (l.h,,
positive resistance direction) in the impedance plane. For e×aI,Iple, al
K= 1.0, this effect is shown in Figures 17, 28, and 29, corI-_,._p_mdin_l I,,
grazing-flow Mach numbers of O.0, 0.25, and 0.5, rut, pectiw, ly. It i1_u,,l I..
remembered that this factor in the model is entirely empiric,_l and In,,y I,_.
_ewtrely modified, depending on the actual duct _,hear pr_lilu,, (,n_Ulllc,l_,,l.
Thus, the real-life effects on the bias flow charari_,ri,,tic i,.,y hu q,_il,,
d i ff('renl , and any predicted va lue,_ should be u,.,ud wi lh caut i_n, p.lrl i( . l._i-Iy
at low wllues of bias flow.
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7° h. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
I _ 4.1 Verification of Bias Flow Impedance Model
i"
_7_:t 4.1.1 Introduction
i!iill The purpose of these tests was to verify the predicted effects of biasflow on the multi-layer system impedance by means of impedance measurements in
a normal incidence standing-wave tube. In this configuration, all the para-
metric effects previously discussed can be studied in detail except those of
grazing flow and nonlinear sound pressure levels.
The term "nonlinear sound pressure level" is perhaps misleading in that
the nonlinearity effect is really a direct function of the acoustic velocity
Isle MelIing (ref. 12)]. This is related to the SPL only by the specific
acoustic impedance (pc for a free-traveling wave). The study of this effect
in a standing wave tube thus requires high acoustic velocities on the sample
face. In the single-cavity situation, this condition is most easily achieved
at a Frequency such that resonance exists (i.e. the cavity depth is a quarter
wavelength). At other frequencies, the standing wave structure is such that,
for the _aJne incident SPL, the acoustic velocities at the sample face will be
lower, and it may be impossible to drive the source hard enough to maintain
the necessary high acoustic velocities.
The situation becomes even more complex with a double-layer ;iner sample,
as nonlinear acoustic velocities will not occur at the same time on both the
surface and intermediate layers due to the complex wave structure within the
sample. Thus, it is not practical or feasible to consider this effect within
the bounds of the overall scope of this program.
4.1.2 Apparatus
The basic normal incidence impedance tube (or standing-wave tube) and
signal processing system schematic diagram is presented in Figure 30. It is
7.62 cms (3 inches) square, and the duct standing wave is measured by means of
an axially traversing microphone in the duct, recording via an X-Y plotter the
necessary sound maxima and minima and their relative positions for use in the
standard impedance formula. The less well-known in-situ impedance measurement
technique uses a probe microphone which traverses from the rear to the front
face of the liner system, recording the sound pressure and relative phase at
various key points.
The bia_ air supply was derived from 100-psi filtered _hcH) air Fed via a
manifold system to the rear cavity. As initial problems were experienced wilh
excessive valve flow losses and noise, subsequent modificaticms were made to
reduce the flow losses and the valve noisL_ by means of a comhinatirm muffler
and manif_Id system as shown in Fiqure 31. A Venturi meter ineasHred the meHn
bias flow at a pr_int near the tuhe sc.Jrce sect i0ta (see Fiqure 32) such that
the _tandinfl waw, in the vicinity of the ._amplc remained undi,.turh,.d. Since
the mean fI,Jw in the IHh_., nev_,r excel,dell a Math numh_r _)f 0.fl25, my
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The axially traversing microphone is mounted on an axially movinf] bar
which constitutes the top of the duct. A ]/2-inch BSK microphone was used,
with a probe microphone adapter, the probe sensing ports b_:ing on the duct
centerline to extend the frequency range of the tube by cancellation of the
first higher-order mode. The probe tip and sensing ports were patterned after
a static pressure probe tube to minimize the turbulent effects of the bias
flow over the probe tip. The microphone used to probe throuqh the liner was I
also a I/2-inch B&K coupled to a probe tube about 40 cms in length. The
sensing holes were 15 cms from the closed tip, which incorporated a small
length of acoustic foam to partially damp out the natural resonances of the
probe tube system. The length of probe tube in front of _.hemeasurement holes
was necessary so that the facing sheet porosity would not be affected by the
presence of the probe, as would occur with an open-end tube. The probe tube
was capable of approximately 20 cms of movement with appropriate position I
transducers and signal conditioning to match the X-Y plotter inputs. The qq
probe traversing system is shown in Figure 33. 1
4.1.3 Impedance Analysis Methods i
The standing-wave tube method has been a viable techniaue for determining
acoustic impedance for over 45 years. Basically, it requires the measurement
of the standing-wave ratio and the distance of the first minimum pressure
point from the face of the sample, from which the complex impedance can be
calculated. For convenient reference, the formula for calculating resistance
(R) and reactance (X) are given in Appendix E.
The in-situ (or "two-microphone") impedance measurement technique is
relatively new [see Dean (ref. 9)}, especially in its current adaptation. It
relies on the one-dimensionality of the acoustic wave motion inside the acous-
tic material. For the typical multi-layer construction involving use of
honeycomb core material, this requirement is met up to very high frequencies.
In facE, this method has one big advantage over the standing wave technique.
Above the first duct mode cut-on frequency, the wave structure in the imped-
ance tube consists of the superposition of multiple modes of propagation, each
having a characteristic standing-wave pattern axially and trnn_v,:rsely v.,ilhin
the duct. Consequently, the pressure field measured hy the l)rc_hemicr(Ji)h_n_
loses its regular classical one-dimensional standing w_.]w, p,_tturn, duu tc_ tht,
interfnrence of the various modes. It thus becomes in_pos_ihle I(_ dutur,,in,.
the sample impedance with the simple standinq-wave r,)rlllu],l,_, lh)wevc, r, hincu
the con,,tructi(_n oi thl, liner rn,:,u.'es local r-ea_:t ivily (l,y n1,',in', _I l_.rh,y(.,_:_l_
,_.vi[y _lividers) to a much hi_]her frufl.ency, the, *,(nJn,l l i_,l_l v_ilhin lh, li_._
i, es_enlially un(,-dimen__i(_nal. Thu._, thc, in_,,1.,urc,rh,,n! _t ill11)('(J,ln(,' (,]_, I)_,
m,i_l,- at much hiclher fl-('(lu(_nci(.'s Lhnn with lh_, hl,lndin.l-W._v,' lul,,' m_.lh_l. II
i _, ,,rn*,itiw' _,_ly t,, l_cnl l)r'r,_uru l_,w,l,. ,_t th,. ,.Hi l,_, i,_ll_,,i lh._i_ II,,
nc_u,_l c: in(_d,, firld incid_,nl _n lhr ]im, r .,,_i,plu.
W lh ll_i., m.'lh,)_l, ,],. d_,.,_rih_,_l in Alq),'ndix F, I-i'Ii,i I i,_l I,, II_ ,_,:,li,l_,,,,-
li,,_ ',h_',./I_ in Fi,IHr,, 34, il i'_ n,'_r.,,,nry I,_ _,_,,,_', _] r1_ I _'' 'ii'!ill.l l'''",','III' ._thl
4I.
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pha_o (r_,Intiw, to til_c)_:ill_it:orfor c_mvenience) at the fr_mt c)f each re_is-
tivc_ layer and a_ the back wail. For tileca_e af the single-layer cavity, two
measurement points are r_:quirc_d,thus resulting in the label "two-microphone"
imp_.,dance!a,eLhod. IR)wever, a_ _tated before and illustrated in Figure 34, the
current adap_arior_ provides a contin,_)us SPL and phase distribution from front
to back of tilemulti-layer _ystem. With this plot, SPL and phase differences
can be determined for al)plicaticm in the formulae of Appendix F.
f
4.1.4 Results of Tests
l
Comprehensive tests were conducted on five configurations in the normal
incidence impedance tube. The first three were single layers, while tile last
two were of double-layer construction. It should be remembered that a
"single" layer liner actually consists of two layers, the air supply cavity
being the second layer. Similarly with the double-layer liners, these
actually consist of three layers. Since the air supply cavity and its facing
sheet are invariant for all the tests, the terms "single" and "double" are .-
used as descriptors of the variable components of the liner.
Figures 35, 36, and 37 show the comparison between measured (by the
standard impedance tube method) and calculated values of impedance for the
three single-layer configurations' 17% and 7_; porosity facing on an 80 rayl
(nominal) fiber metal, all on a single cavity of 7.62 cms (3 inches) depth.
These tests were conducted at four bias flow velocities.
It would be intuitively expected that the bias flow effects would be
purely resistive in character, except perhaps near resonance. This is con-
firmed by measurements and analytical model evaluations. The comparison
between test and prediction for both bias flow and frequency behavior is par-
ticularly close in Region I (defined in Section 3). The nlodel tends to
slightly overestimate the reactance magnitude at low frequencies, below the
first resonance point. In both perforate configurations, the model tends to
accentuate the resistive components such that the measured results are con-
sistently lower. This may be due to inadequate sample edge sealing allowing
some leakage of the bias air flow. Edge seals were improved in the double-
layer tests, but the fact that the top of the test duct (a bar with the axial
microphone incorporated in it as shown in Figure 31b) must move over the top
of the sample liner, means that the top edge cannot be perfectly sealed.
Since the first cut-on frequency of the first higher order cro_s mr_(le in
the duct is about 2.2 KHz, the "three-microphone" method of impedance mea_ure -
cent was used at all frequencies hiqher than 2 KH7.
Tile impedance of fiber-metal san,pie (shown in Figure 37) could not he
compared with the perforate-based model re___ult_; thu[_ it'., predicted resistive
behavior was based on its measured D.C. flow resistance, using a flow bench.
Therefore, the close impedance c{mlparison, particularly that c;f the resistiw,
part, is to be expected.
The most critical te_t cr_nlparihon, however, in that t_f the ,h_uble-I.wur
liner samples. Because of the imp_rtance of the,,e vali_laticm t_'_t'_, h_,th tt-,_
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standing-wave tube method and the "four-microphone" methr' of impedance evalua-
tion were used throughout the frequency range of test (from 315 Hz to 3 KHz).
In both test samples, the cavity depths of each layer were equal (for conven-
ience) at 3.81 cms (1.5 inches) each. The first double-layer sample consisted
of a facing layer of 22% porosity and an intermediate layer of 17% porosity.
Figure 38 shows the comparison between measured and calculated impedances for
this liner sample. Over the test frequency range from 315 Hz to 3 KHz with
bias flows up to M :0.02, the agreement is excellent up to about 1250 Hz
(Figure 38a). As the frequency is further increased to 1600 Hz, the bias flow
characteristic is in Region II, near the second resonance point of the liner,
where large changes on the impedance plane result from small frequency changes. I
In this region, the model begins to diverge frcm the experimental data for
reasons which appear to be linked to the second resonance. The most likely
cause of the deviation is local nonlinear dissipation. When the frequency
moves up to 2 KHz (Figure 38b), the bias flow characteristic is now in Region
Ill, and agreement improves significantly. There seems to be no general
pattern of deviations between either of the measurement techniques and those
predicted by the model. Some experimental scatter is evident, a particular
problem being the high flow noise interference in the four-microphone tech-
nique at the highest bias flows tested (M =0.02). Figure 39 shows the com-
parison between measurements and the model for the second double-layer liner
sample. The facing sheet porosity was 15% and the intermediate layer 7%,
again with equal cavity depths of 3.81 cms (1.5 inches). Agreement again is
very good, with the exceptions being once again in Region II (around the
second resonance frequency point). There is a particularly large deviation
between experiment and theory for the zero bias flow point at 1250 Hz in
Figure 39; however, if the bias flow is increased to a Mach number of 0.007
(about 250 cms per second), the fit improves considerably. In Figure 40,
sound pressure and phase traverses are given which correspond to frequencies
near the second resonance point, and the behavioral clue seems to be pro-
nounced pressure minima and, therefore, velocity maxima at the exact location
of the intermediate layer. The deviation could be the result of SPL non-
linearities as a result of this velocity maximum at the intermediate facing
layer. A similar error pattern occurs at 1600 Hz, except that the model now
tends to underestimate the impedance rather than overestimate it. Higher
frequency test points in Region III show satisfactory agreement once more,
with close correlations between both measurement techniques and the impedance
model.
The conclusion which can be drawn from these comparative tests is that
the model will provide a satisfactory means of evaluating the impedance char-
acteristics of a liner with changes in bias flow, with the proviso that
estimations at frequency regions near the second resonance point should be
treated with extreme caution. Fortunately, in most typical situations, this
area of rapidly changing bias flow characteristics with frequency is usually
less than several hundred Hertz wide, and consequently only a small percentage
of the total frequency range to be considered.
It is interesting to note the ease with which virtually total decoupling
of the second cavity occurs in Region II. For example, at both 1250 Hz and
1600 Hz in Figure 39, only a bias flow of Mach 0.007 is necessary t_ cause a
massive shift of reactance to the single cavity value, a£ter which any
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incre,_'.-,e in bias flow affects only the total resistance, the reactance of the
sy_,tem remaining effectively constant,
4.2 Verilication of the Concept
4.2.1 Introduction
The grazing-flow propagation tests embody the basic objective of the
entire program, i.e. to obtain a proo_ of concept. Specifically, does the l
bias flow actually control the attenuation via control of liner impedance as
the theory predicts it should? The secondary consideration is the comparison
of the absolute values of measured and theoretical attenuation, which itself
is a measure of the prediction accuracy. Thus, the scope of these tests was
defined such that the attainment of this aim would be a sufficient program
end in itself. Because a very limited number of specific liners would be
tested within the program time span, conclusions derived from these tests 7
should not be treated as categorical results but as positive indications of !
concept viability.
4.2.2 Liner Design Considerations and Specifications _
The initial steps in the design of a liner system, assuming a given duct
geometry, involve the determination of the source distribution, the peak fre-
quency involved, and the attenuation desired. In this feasibility study, to
demonstrate the control of impedance experimentally, a single case was
considered where the first or least attenuated mode of propagation, the plane
wave (O,0) mode, is dominant. Thus, the frequency was chosen to ensure that
all other modes were attenuated at a much higher rate than the first. The
attenuation rate of the first mode should be as nearly optimum as possible
in order to show that optimum impedance (and thus attenuation) can be main-
tained over a range of grazing flow conditions, but secondarily also to
circumvent data interpretation problems due to interference from back reflec-
tions at the duct termination (when the modal attenuation is small). However,
optimum attenuation requires that the liner impedance be close to the branch
point value and in that vicinity the second mode has an attenuation rate
comparable with that of the first mode. Thus, confusion in measurement inter-
pretation can easily result at and near the optimum condition. In the attenu-
ation contour plots on Figure 5, the highest rates of attenuation exist just
below the branch line, and the contour lines are closely spaced. Thus, small
changes in impedance will result in large attenuation changes, thereby creat-
ing practical difficulties in maintaining the correct impedance for the
maximum attenuation. In Figure 5, for example, a reactive change of 0.1 i_c
in position A-A results in the first mode attenuation rate changing from I0 dB
duct width to 4 dB per duct width. There are regions below the branch line
where the second mode (dashed contour lines in Figure 5) has attenuaticms
comparable with those of the first mode. A reasonable compr_lise is to choose
an impedance value, which then define_ the attenuation rate, at: a reactance
point slightly abc}ve the branch line, and a resistance slightly greater than
the branch point resistance. This region is desirable, since the rnle of
5_
1ch,mqe of attenuation with reactance is very small. Thi_ i._ particul,_rly
important in bias flow impedance control, since a particular wllue ol _ rr,ac-
I.lnce is inherently more difficult to achiew_ than a i)al-I ic,l,,r v,ll,, ,,I
r-_sistance. For a 7.62 cm (3 inch) square duct:, t:he first crc_:,_, lift)d,, Clll'-(.I
frequency is about 2.2 KHz. Therefore, in order to ininilnize interferenc,'
troln this mode, a design frequency of about 1600 Hz, correspondillq to ,-,
reduced frequency (K) of about 2.0 was chosen. The next step wa.'_ to con._ider
the attenuation contour plots, at this K number, for all values of grazing
flow of interest. i
A comparison of Figures 13, 5, and 10 shows that the attenuation contours
are particularly susceptible to duct mean flow conditions. For example, the
branch point has moved from O.36-O.54j for a grazing flow Mach number of
-0.25 (upstream propagation) to 0.30-0.24j at zero flow, and then _o 0.25-
O.11j for a grazing flow Math number of +0.25. It is precisely this phenome-
non which limits a static liner design.
It is instructive to use the complete set of attenuation contours in the
grazing flow Math number range of -0.5 to +0.5 (Figures 14, 13, 12, 5, 9, 10,
and 11 corresponding to -0.5, "-.25, -.125, O, +.125, +.25, and +0.5 Mach
numbers, respectively), and to construct a locus of desired constant attenua-
tion points on the impedance plane as shcwn in Figure 41(a) with grazing flow
as the variable parameter. In this figure, the locus corresponds to an
attenuation of about 8 dB per duct width. The problem remaining is to attempt
to match the liner variables of porosity and cavity depths such that bias flow
effects on liner impedance will closely follow this locus. From consideration
of the engine cycle, it would be desirable to require no bias flow at the
maximum power engine condition and to use bias flow only while at idle or low
power settings when excess air is available. As a general design philosophy,
it is thus desirable to use maximum bias flow for the minimum firazing flow i
condition and to use minimum bias flo_' for the maximum qrazing flow conditi_m.
From reference to Figure 4!a for J.ownnt:.y,emn propagati, (,,r_sitive Mach number),
the liner bias flow characteristic must be such that I, ,_istance increases
and reactance decreases with increasing bias flow, while for iq,_t/_',,u,l propa-
gation, the converse exists: the resistance must decrease and the reactance
increase with bias flow.
It is convenient to imagine the liner impedance as the sum of two compu-
nent impedances, one the bias flow characteristic at zero grazing flow, the
other a lumped resistive quantity associated with the grazing flow on the
front facing layer of the liner. It is then possible to define that .;'_,:,,-
_,'tr,,',o:tpropagation requires the liner bias flow characteristic to be in Reqi_m
I (with the bias flow characteristic shape as shown in Figure 41b a_ line _.-c).
Thus, grazing flow will have the effect of a bodily mow.'ment of the ch,Jr,3cl_,r-
istic to the right (as shown by c'-c') such that, at any val,,, c,f qrazinq
flow, a corresponding bias flow value will intersect the desired imped,mc_.
locus. Similarly, upstream propagation ruquires the liner hia,, fl_)w char,lc-
teristics to be in Region Ill (with the bias flow characteri_lic ',h,,l,e,i,,
shown in Figure 41b as D-D). Again, qrazing flow will shift the char.lcl_.,i',-
tic bodily to the right (as shown by D'-D') __uch th,Jt. ,Ulain l_r ,,_i./ v. lul. _,I
_irazing flow. corresponding bias flow value will intcrse,_t the, d.,_ir_.,l
imp(_dance locus. To accommodate this requirement al the' ,,ame I_ n_md.,r, i! i,
6(I
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,lt)l),llL'lll Ill, II the' up',lr(,,Im ,In(I (h,v.,),.llc,,)lll lin(,r', will hav(, _,ub,,I lllli,llly dil-
l¢'l'('lll _.Ivily dc'pLh', ,lad l,l_.illc I i,wt'r l)c)rcmitie!,, lllc. llF),itl(?illll c.lvily _h'l)lh',
lab l_r,.cli_:u l-'inq .iI.,,_)._I twicf, ,3', !ll('ill .-lh tl1_, d_)wngtrc,_m c.'_vily _l,.l)th',. lhu
,ictu,ll ch_i_u c>l l_c_I_mili_,,i ,,l_l ,:,bvily ,h,l_lh!. w,_', tl_' r._,ult _,I ,I c_>n.,i.h,ral>lc:,
,_mc._nl ._I j_,_lici,_,_ lri.il-._n_l-_,lr_r uw_l.,_t i_.l will_ the' impud;_n_:,, m_d_,l.
.gia_c:_. i[ wa!, _Xtl(,m(.ly (lifli(ul! t(_ m,lt(:h the, lim, r imp(,d,_nc:(,,, lc_ II)_, ,lll('liLla-
l ic)n I_.:_', c)ver tl_(, M,_(:h numlJ_,r ran(le lr()m -0.5 I() +0.5. lhc, M._I_ i.wfl)_,r ran(j('
()I li_c:r (l_si!Irl wa', limil(,d I()-0.25 to +0.25. The, procedur(, ,)(h)ptc.d v/a_ to
i
In,_terial_) imd I() vary lh,_ cavity depth.L_ until ll_u iml)edance,, t_;r _,,]ch ()p_ra-
l. ion,]l uxlr_,m(, (Z('l-() biil5 I'l_w wilh ffhch '0.25 Hr,_zing ]low, i_nd Milch 0.015 l
l)i,]_ flow with zero !:lrazin_l flow) matched the respectiw _. p()ints on the desired
atLenualion locu!., The resultant te'_,t liner configurations .,r(, shown in
Figures 42a and 42b, and the the_utically mate.bud ,JLtunuation locun is shown
in Figure 43.
4.2.3 Flow Duct Apparatus
The facility used for these tests incorporated the basic microphone
traversing systems as used in the static impedance tube tests. The modifica-
tions are illustrated in Figures 44 and 45. The salient features incorporated
are: (l) a central source section consisting of two TOO-watt acoustic drivers
excited, in phase, on opposite sides of the 7.62 cm (3 inch) square duct; and
(2) the test liners upstream and downstream of the test section (and described
below), each 12 duct widths in length, with duct lining only on one side. The
upstream and downstream liners are divided into two sections, 45.72 cms (18
inches) in length, each with a separate bias air supply as sketched in Figure
44.
The preliminary performance tests were divided into two parts: fluid
dynamic tests and acoustic tests. The fluid dynamic properties of the duct
stream were measured at the duct entrance and exit (see Figure 44 for loca-
tion) and consisted of wall static pressure measurements and velocity profile
measurements. The velocity profiles and turbulence levels were measured with
a hot-wire anemometer with the results as shown in Figure 46. It is apparent:
that considerable asymmetry existed due to acceleration of the air around the
upstream pipe bends before entering the duct section. This defect was
partially corrected by means of I/8 cell size honeycomb and screens placed Ul)-
stream of the duct, but it became evident that perfect symmetry could be
achieved only at the expense of duct performance. That is, the maximum
alt,_inable velocity was reduced due to the flow losses introduced hy the flow
c_)nd i t ion i ng e I einent s.
The compromise final re,,ult is shown in Figure 47 as duct _,ntt,_nct, and
exit velocity profil_'.s. TI., duct grazing] mean fl(_w calibrati_n w,_,, ,,el up
_,uch that a pitot t)r()he on the duct centerlin_' could he c_rr_,ldt_,d t() _ m_,,_n
w_'l()city, derlw, d fr_m th(, w,l(_city into_lra] ()w'r th_ _tuct are,_ ;_,,,,ul, inq
v,.'l_city pr_)lil__, symnl_,try.
The ,",tim,_li_)n _1 lim, r bi,_,, fl,_w w, lo_ili_,,, w,_,., initi,llly ,_ll_,,,pl_,,I with
.I d_)wl1,.lr_',]m li_)l-wil-e trdver'.inq '_y_t_'m. H_w.w'r, th,., h_t-wire Ir,lv_,r',_, .u',il
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could not completely map the air velocity over the duct cross-section. In
addition, the fact that the liner was only on one side of the duct caused
local bias flow distortions at the measurement point, invalidating the symme-
Lry assunlptions. Thus, in a more direct approach, a Venturi flow meter was
used downstream of the test duct. The velocities thus measured were corrected
for equivalent liner bias flow velocities (assuming incompressibility) and
correlated to a manifold pressure reading controlled manually from a choked,
constant-pressure air supply.
i
Two major measurement systems were used, each basically similar to those
used for the normal incidence impedance tests. The first used the axial tra-
versing duct microphone (as sketched earlier in Figure 30), which recorded the
axial sound pressure and phase changes within the duct via an X-Y plotter.
One complete axial sweep thus produced sufficient data to calculate the axial
propagation constant for both upstream and downstream acoustic propagation.
The second system was that associated with local in-situ impedance measure-
ments at selected duct liner positions. The output was identical to that used
in the normal incidence impedance measurement: an X-Y plot of sound pressure
and phase through the entire liner and partially into the duct. The probe
microphone was also identical to the normal incidence case, except that a
solid probe extension was incorporated to support the probe by means of a hole
in the opposite duct wall, which minimized probe flutter due to the duct
grazing flow over the probe tube.
Two basic preliminary acoustic tests were undertaken, using a I/4" B&K
flush mounted microphone: (I) duct background noise levels measured in I/3-
octave bands for various grazing flow velocities up to 122 meters (400 feet)
per second, and (2) source sound pressure levels over the same grazing flow
velocities with discrete tone excitation at I/3-octave center frequencies. As ,,
shown in Figure 48, over the operating frequency range of interest, there is a i
source signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 20 dB. This is further enhanced by i
the use of a 20 Hz tracking filter. It should be noted that, should the
design attenuation of 8 dB per duct width be achieved then the implication is
that over the entire liner duct length (12 duct widths in extent) a reduction
of 96 dB would result. This would, of course, be outside the dynamic range
of any existing instrumentation, and in a flow situation the signal would be
deeply buried in flow-induced noise. Thus, it was anticipated that some
attenuation measurements would have to be made over a limited axial range.
It is pertinent to mention two initial problems with the liner samples.
First, as the perforate facing material must be bonded to the honeycomb core
support structure, some perforate hole blockage by the bonding cement must he
tolerated. It was originally estimated that about 5t!:of the holes would be
blocked. Unfortunately, a higher number of holes were obstructed, and
attempts to clear them manually were only partly successful. It wa_ estimated
that, in some areas on the downstream liners, the open area was reduced by 10
to 15L:. The second initial problem was associated with the bias air supply
cavity. It became apparent that the local reactivity assumption was inwlli-
dated due to flankinq transnlis_ion of sound along lhe air <_upply cavity,
which initially was not partitioned in order to encourage even distrihul i_m
_f bias air. This flanking transmission produced violent axial sound
t_rt,,,,_ure fluctuation', dad n(m_,en_ical impedance meahurenlent<,. These t, t t-_,cl,_
/3
,,'4
w_re cured by bias air supply cavity partitionincl and careful cavity eddie
s._ali.q with r_ilicone rubber. The criterion for partition ,;pacinflwa_ th,it
ih_:spacing should be much le_s than the wavelength c_f the highest frequoncy
(Jl iilLere_,l, il-I order to ensure l()cal reactiviLy, It appc-ar,, Lh,iI car(,!ul
,ll. telllion to air _Ul)ply cavity ac(_ustic prc_pe|ties in any ]¢ll-q(_.l'-_,cale lin(,r
deSigl-i w()llid I)e fundalnenta] ly ii(,c(:ssary.
4.2.4 Analysis Methodology
As discussed in Section 4.1.3, sound pressure and relatiw, phase were lhe
measured duct acoustic quant'ties: under certain conditions a modal decay /
rate (in dB per duct width) and phase speed (nondimensionalized to free-space
speed of sound and thus expressed as a Mach number M_) can be deduced from
that measured data. Theoretically, the decay rate for a uniform wall imped-
ance of infinite extent should be linear beyond a certain distance from the
source. However, as will be shown, the practical necessity for the duct to be
finite, and liner construction nonuniformities result in some nonlinear axial
fluctuations in the sound pressure level. Thus, modal decay rates (ascribed to
the liner) must be determined by allowing for these disturbances. In most
cases, the liner termination standing-wave effects and initial near field
structure close to the source section can be recognized*, and the desired
uniform liner decay rate can be detected in the intermediate region. !
Similarly, the phase changes with axial distance will be locally disturbed.
The phase velocity is determined from an estimate of the axial wavelength of
the mode. Classically, the wavelength is defined as the axial distance neces-
sary to result in 360 degrees change of phase, and thus is generally an easily
measured quanti_y. However, particularly with downstream flow, this may not
be possible to measure due to the wavelength elongation associated with con-
vected propagation; in those cases an estimate was made from the rate of
change of phase associated with the same region of measurement of the
attenuation rate.
There are two possible approaches to verify the concept. The first is to
use the liner predicted impedance and the attenuation analysis, which will
result in predicted attenuation rates and phase velocities for direct compari-
son with the measured values. The second approach is to use the m,,_z_.,,',/
values of impedance and the attenuation analysis, which results in a desired !
attenuation rate and phase speed for direct comparison with the measurements.
The decision to use the latter approach was based on the fact that the
impedance model was not validated under grazing flow conditions and that the
original intent in the use of the model was to provide a guide for the design
of a liner suitable for the _'proof of concept" goal of lhe program.
4.2.5 Flow Duct Test Results
Axial sound pre:_sure and phase traverses were rector(led using discrete
[rc:qLJency excitation at cho,,en I/3-octave center frequencies from 315 H,, to
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At each frequency, four extremes of grazing and bias flow conclitions arc:
slluwn, the figure nomenclature defined as follows: (a) zero grazing flow and i
zeru bias flow: (b) zero grazing flow and bias flow Mach number equal to 0.015,
(c) grazing flow Mach number equal Lo 0.25 :': and bias flow Math number equal to
0.015, and (d) gruzing flow Mact_ number equal to 0.25 and zero bias flow. The
points of interest in these figures are: (1) the axial propagation constant
(i.e., Is the attenuation linear in slope, is the axial phase wavelenglh c{m-
slant?), (2) comparison of att_r'..;ation rates b(etween the cases of zero (jrazinq
flow with bias flow Math i_umber of O.015, and zero bias; flow with a graziml flow "t
Mach number of 0.25 (i.e., ;30 the measured attenuation rates agree with each ]
or.her and with the theoretical design values?), and (3) comparison of attenua- I
tion rates between the cases of zero bias flow and "-._:,:,_/., bias flows (i.e., !
Does the bias flow control the attenuation ,,ia impr_d,Jnce control as _.he theory
predicts it should?). The third point is most vital, and a confirmation of i
this point implies a proof of concept which is the major objectiw; of this
wo rk.
Figures 52, 53, and 54, representing frequencies tested at and on either
side of the design point, present the relevant data to answer the above
questions.
Figure 50, at 1250 Hz, represents the case several hundred Hertz below
the design frequency. The most obvious point is that terminaL,on reflections
are present which distort the axial sound pressure pattern more significantly
than the phase pattern. Obviously, it becomes diffiuclt to estimate attenua-
tion slopes when significant reflection interferences are involved, as in
Figure 50a. A graphical technique was adopted, consisting of an overlay on
which a range of decay rates (in terms of dB per duct width) wa: plotted. The
decay rate ascribed to the test case was then determined from the line of
best fit, as shown, for example, on Figure 50a.
For all the cases of upstream propagation shown in Figure 50, the decay
rate is less than 1.8 dB per duct width and appears to be only slightly
affected by either bias or grazing flow, the combination of both producinq
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the maximum decay rate. For downstream propagation*, at zero grazinr flow,
the effect of bias flow is to increase the attenuation rate from 3.0 to 3.5 dB
per-duct width (Figures 50a and 5Ob). While this may not appear large over
the 12 duct widths of measurement, it represents some 6 dB overall, with a
smoother decay curve due to the reduced interference of reflected waves. In
the presence of grazing flow, the effect of bias flow also increases the
attenuation by about 0.5 dB per duct width. One point of note on Figure 50a
is that the downstream axial location A-A represents the junction between
each 45.72 cm (18-inch) liner segment. This discontinuity resulted in an
impedance mismatch with consequent reflections back towards the source. Sub-
sequent examination revealed the cause to be a small air gap (about I mm) I
between the liner sections. An interesting nonlinear decay region (with peak
decay rates of about 7 dB per duct width) occurred immediately downstream of
the source section (see B-B in Figure 50b). This could be due to either a
source near--field effect, or nonlinear high sound pressure level effects on
the perforate facing sheet.
As the frequency increases, both upstream and downstream attenuations
increase, with the effect of bias flow again being to smooth out the termina-
tion reflections. For example, at 1500 Hz in Figure 52b, and again in the
upstream case, about 0.5 dB per duct width increase in attenuation rate is
produced by bias flow. It is interesting to note that the addition of grazing
flow to bias flow, Figure 52c, further improves the attenuation and shows the
need for more resistive liner behavior. In the downstream case at 1500 Hz,
however, there appears to be axially periodic interference patterns coupled
with attenuation rates of about 6 dB per duct width. Past experience with
duct mode interference patterns (ref. 13-15) points to secondary mode inter-
ference which is indicative of the liner impedance being near the optimum
region of the branch point, where the first two modes have comparable large
attenuation rates. Figure 52c shows that the combined resistive action of
grazing flow and bias flow is sufficient to separate the two attenuation
rates such that _ reduced smoother decay pattern results.
An increase of frequency to 1600 Hz, the design condition, proves that
the optimum condition is imminent. The downstream attenuation for zero
grazing flow dramatically changes from 4.2 to 7 dB per duct width with the
addition of bias flow of Mach number O.O15 (see Figures 53a and 53b). With
a grazing flow Mach number of 0.25, the addition of bias flow only increases
the attenuation from 8 to 9 dB per duct width, as shown in Figures 53d and
53c, respectively. However, this is precisely the design philosophy con-
ceived in the first instance. That is, high levels of grazing flow should
require little or no bias to achieve high attenuation rates, while low levels
of grazing flow should need large amounts of bias flow to maintain the high
attenuation rates.
For the upstream liner the situation is a little less clear. Although
the end result of high attenuation is achieved it is apparent that again the
9 !
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impedance is a little too close to the optimum (the branch point), and modal
interference is present. The addition of bias flow in the zero grazing flow
produces a finite overall increase in attenuation. This modal interference
phenomenon dramatically illustrates the risk involved in designing a liner to
have maximum attenuation rates near the branch point. It is quite possible
that local variations in impedance could lead to this condition, which could
be considered desirable in practice.
If the frequency is again slightly increased to 1700 Hz (see Figure 54),
these modal interference effects disappear with only minor termination re-
flections present. Thus, the concept is io_ clearly operating as designed. /
The application of bias flow dramatically increases the attenuation rates at
zero grazing flow from 3 to 5 dB per duct width in the upstream direction of
propagation, as in Figures 54a and 54b, and 3.5 to 5.5 dB per duct width in
the downstream direction. For both liners under the influence of a grazing
flow Mach number of 0.25, as in Figures 54c and 54d, the bias flow increases
the upstream attenuation by only 0.2 _ per duct width and downstream attenua-
tion by 1.5 dB per duct width. As was expected, the liner impedance is domi-
nated by the grazing flow. Thus, Figure 54 is a good example of the J
operational feasibility of the concept. ]
As the frequency is further increased, the impedance moves further away ,_
from the optimum and attenuation rates are correspondingly reduced, as shown
for example, in Figure 55 at 2 KHz. However, bias flow effects can still be
observed, particularly in the downstream liner case, where the frequencies
are still within Region I of the general bias flow characteristic pattern and
not too far removed from the liner first-resonance condition.
It is of interest to recall that the upstream liner was designed to
operate in a region just above the second resonance frequency. Thus, it should
be possible to observe attenuation peaks at a lower frequency, near the first
resonance point. Figure 56, corresponding to 500 Hz, shows that this condi-
tion is imminent. Comparison of Figure 56a and 56b shows a marked increase in
attenuation at zero grazing flow with increase in bias flow from I dB per duct
width to 4 dB per duct width for the case of upstream propagation. With a
grazing flow Math number of 0.25 present, bias flow provides an increase in
attenuation from 3.5 to about 4.0 dB per duct width, the obvious implication
being that the dominant need of this liner is for more resistance, since the
effects of bias flow and grazing flow on the attenuation rates are similar.
Thus, in this case, as predicted, bias flow proved extremely effective in
improving the attenuation characteristics for the liner at reduced grazing
flow. Figure 56e is included to illustrate the effect of bias flow on each of
the two upstream liner segments in isolation. The heavy line shows the decay
rate with bias flow applied to the liner segment closest to the source ,_ection,
within which the decay rate has increased from 1.5 to 4.0 dB per duct width.
The thin line shows the effect of bias flow applied only to the furthest ul,-
stream liner segment, with similar enhancement of the decay rates. Somewhat
surpri_in_lly or perhaps fortuitously, overall attenuation is identical.
On all the attenuation plots, the simultaneous me_.surements of axial
l,hasu changes are shown superimposed. The first point to nr_te i_ tI,'wide,
differences p_ss ble in axial wavenumber (visualized a_ axial waw, lenqth _,r
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distance necessary t-o accommodate 360 degree_ oF I,l_n¢_e chanflu). The. inl:lt,,nc__.
of thc_ impedance boundary condition can be sc_,n by _:ompari_on _,1 lhc, Ul_hlrc,nm
and downstream liner cases in Figbre 57 aL 800 Hz with nc_ flr'a/in!t l:lc_w. The
upstream wavelength is almost two and a half times as large as [.hat of lh_,
downstream case, The virtually linear change of phase with a×ia] distanc_
implies a freely propagating wave (or single mode), with, in this _:_;s_,, a nearly
uniform attenuation rate. The presence of standing waves, as in the dnwnstream
liner case of Figure 57, will produce l,C'_,_o_i_,_ departures from l inearity which
result in more pronounced points of inflection, the larger the standing-wave
ratio. In the limit, of course, such as is often seen in a standing-wave tube,
perfect reflection will produce a step change of phase of 180 degrees in the
nodal points. However, the important and often overlooked feature of these
phase changes is that even if the phase rate of change with axial distance is
not constant, since these phase changes are periodicjthe measured axial wave.-
length remains essentially constant (i.e., the axial distance remains constan_
between two points 360 degrees apart in phase), provided the standing wave peak
./ZJ_,e_zoc between successive interference cycles remains less than I or 2 dB.
For more clarification of this point, see Plumblee (_i ,_ (ref. 12). 3
!
The second point to note is the effect of convection on the phase speed. I
The addition of a Mach 0.25 grazing flow to Figure 56b results in a negligible
attenuation change (see Figure 56c) for the upstream liner, but a considerably i
reduced wavelength. In simplistic terms, if the duct wall impedance were
infinite, the wavelength would be reduced by a factor of (I -MGF). In fact,
wall impedance and convection effects are linked [see Morse and Ingard (ref.
2)], but the axial wavelenoth can be a useful measurement as it is a funda-
mental part of the propagation constant.
To make realistic comparisons of theoretical and experimental propagation
constants, an accurate estimate of the liner impedance is needed. It_-situ
impedance measurements were made on both liners for the four extremes of oper-
ation at three frequencies: 1250 Hz, 1.6 KHz, and 1.7 KHz (some cases at 500
Hz are also given). The sound pressure and phase traverses together with
derived impedances are shown in Appendix H. The ca_e of immediate interest is
that of 16OO Hz, and Table II gives a comparison of measured and design imped-
ances corresponding to the test case shown in Figures 58b and d, and 59b and
d. In general, although agreement is reasonable, the measured resistances in
the presence of grazing flow are lower than the design values. This incon-
sistency points to an inherent weakness in the impedance mode1 and/or to
defects in liner construction.
That the measured impedance values are substantially correct can be
inferred from Table Ill, which compares measured and calculated attenuations
and phase speeds at the design frequency using the measured in-situ impedance
as the boundary condition for evaluation of the propagation ccmstants. The
agreement is remarkable, particularly in the zero grazing flc)w regime. In
the presence of: grazing flow, the attenuation rates agree quite well.
However, the calculated phase velocities are all on the high side, which c-nuld
be attributed to the inability of the "plug" flow m_(lel to account Inr wall
shear effects, Another reason might be that impedance values measured in th(,
l}resence (}f grazing flow may contain small errors tn which the pha_u vel_)city
is particularly sensitive.
lnf,
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Figure 58(b) Sound Pressure and Phase T,'averses within Up,_tream Line,
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow M i = O.O15, Grazinq Flow -- 0.0
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Figure 58(c) Sound P,e_sure and Phase Travers,.'_ within Ul-,strea,u Li,,,.,
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.015, Gr,17inq Flc>w=O.2t.,
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Figure 59(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.O, Grazing Flow MGF =0.O
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Figure 59(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1600 Hz, Bias Flow M i:O.O15, Grazing Flow MGF =O.O
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Figure 59(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.015, Grazing Flow MGF=0.25
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Measured Des ign Measured Des iqn
R/pc Rloc RIi_c Xloc Rloc Xll,c| RIi_c Xlr,c
I
Upstream Liner 0.67-0.64 O.61-0.45 0.52-0.69 | O.BO-O.95
Downstream Liner 0.26-0.90 0.61-0.45 _ 0.35f0:11_1 J__0_.55_-__0._1_ I
Table II Comparison of Measured and Design Impedances
for Flow Test Duct Liners at 1600 Hz
BIAS BIAS BIAS BIAS
MACH O.O1 MACN 0.0 MACH O.01 MACH 0.0
GRAZING GRAZING GRAZING GRAZING
MACH 0.O MACH 0.0 MACH 0.25 MACH 0.25
M_* _+ M_ _ M_ c_ M c_
UPSTREAM
LINER
Measured 0.78 5.0 .68 5.0 0.77 9.0 0.80 6.0
Calculated 0.84 5.0 .72 4.0 1.00 10.5 1.11 5.8
DOWNSTREAM
LINER
Measured 1.88 7.0 1.63 4.2 1.42 9.0 1.30 8.0
Calculated 2.80 7.1 1.52 4.3 2.75 8.4 2.09 6.8
*(phase Math numb_.n) + (attenuation ,11_./_!u_twi,lth)
Table III Comparison of Measured and Calculated Phase Speeds and
Attenuations in Test Duct at 1600 Hz
llG
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
]h_, pr_._:c-ding sect icm,, have d i _,cusr_ed an advanced ac_Just i c '_llpl_r[t!,_ i c)ll
, ,H_, _'l_J. l,sl_ic-h _,nab1_,._, thu l inur impecl;mce to be.• w_ried, wi lhin l irJDiI.,, nl wi 11
I_,i w,,.iHi,, c,f uxlc:rna] bia:_ air Flow. The viability of the ccH1cepl h4', l_e_.n
,,i, ,c_sslully p0-ovc:d in a small-scale Flow duct: tesl facility by mc,an,_ of
I :,,P,_qaLion constant mea_,ul"ement5 and local impedance measurements.
I
The test format was directed by the development of a simple impedance'
m_clc,l oi- a double-layer resonant cavity liner configuration which delineated !
the lJarametric efl:ects of liner bias air flow and provided a design guide' f_r
the flow duct tests. In addition, extensive use was made of the classical
"plug flow" duct attenuation and propagation analysis as an inte qral part of
Lhc. lesl liner design procedure.
Incorporated in the tests was the desirable, but not necessarily
essential, philosophy of bias air use related to engine operation, which
sl,ltes that little bias air is needed for high grazing flows and that high
bias air flows are needed to maintain attenuation at low grazing flows.
It is appropriate to consider the amount of air needed for a typical
workable system. With a maximum bias flow Mach number of 0.02, at sea-level
pressure and standard temperature, the mass flow needed would be approximately
8.2 kilograms per square meter per second (I .65 pounds per square foot per
second). Thus, with an engine rated at about 50,000 pounds thrust (such as
the Rolls Royce RB211), the total mass flow at takeoff would be about /430
kiloclrams (950 pounds) per second with an approach mass flow of about 270
kilograms (600 pounds) per second required. Thus, the percentage of total
ina_s flow required for the liner bias flow, assuming a treatment of 9 square
meters (about 100 square feet), would be about 12 percent for the approach
condition. (These are gross conservative estimates which probably could be
halved by careful design optimiz,_tlon.)
The bias flow concept described considered only the case of flow blown
through the liner from the rear cavity to the duct itself. While it is
recognized that this could be a practical advantage in the removal of ice,
water, and other contaminants, the basic concept itself is ,:n,_.'i,,'_,/,'_z/ of
direction of bias flow, so boundary layer control by suction as we]l as blow-
ing is possible. This implies tile {,xistinq and hitherto unattained pos_,ihilil;,
that the acoustic treatment ,'_);_/_ /":/,_,(,z_, engine efficiencies rather th;_n th(.
re:verse.
Perhaps the most obvious potential advant,lges of the, concept lie in tlH,
,_bility to "tune" the liner for maximum insertion Iuss., in plac,: on the
enqine ancl over the ent;re operating envelope, thus obviatinq the need lt_r
t,xper_,_ive trial-and-error approaches that use many diffur_,nt l inlnq lyp_",.
An exc;tinq variant oI" thi,_ "tuninH '_ abi l i ty i_ the pos!,ibili ty _f axi,_l
VCllia(i(_n ()f in,pc'dance, either in a coot inuous fl]ann(-_t-, M_iclv c_uld acc_unt
l_v" n{_nlinenr sc_und pressure lew, l efl_,ct._, t_l- ',It'l_ £h,ll_,l{",, il_ ,_H ._:,.i,_lly
11/
While tile conc_:pt is not a univer!:_al panacea f[)r the, current prol)lc_lnt, uf
duc:l liner desifin, it (}ffor._; remarkablc. _ promise _t- dew_l_t)ment int_ a i)rac:ti --
c,iI lll(,ans of ilnproving the efficiency of real-life su_prc) ,",.... i(:)rl ,,y_;l_'nl_, irl
{ta',- t ur|) i ll(_ dev i ce._.
J
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APPENDIX A
PLOTS OF CONTOURS OF CONSTANT ATTENUATION FOR
FIRST TWO MODES OF PROPAGATION IN A SQUARE DUCT
WITH ONE SIDE ACOUSTICALLY LINED AT VARIOUS REDUCED
FREQUENCIES AND DUCT GRAZING FLOW MACH NUMBERS
NOTE: Negative Mach numbers denote 7_[_K_,('_n
propagation of sound, positive Mach
numbers (Zc)_)zz_!:_,P(zznpropagation of sound.
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Figure A.88 Contours of Constant Attenuation for First Two Modes
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Figure A.90 Contours of Constant Attenuation for First Two Mode,,
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Figure A.91 Contours of Constant Attenuation for First Two Modes
of Propagation (First Mode _, Second Mode ....)
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Figure A.98 Contours of Constant Attenuation for First Two Modes
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IAPPENDIX B
MATHEMATICAL OUTLINE OF PREDICTION FORMULATIONS ....
FOR IMPEDANCE EVALUATION IN THE PRESENCE OF
BIAS OUTFLOW AND GRAZING FLOW*
FOR THE REGIME WHERE Volmd IS LESS THAN 1.0
The perforate resistance is gi/en by
0.8/488 Vn /- -
x - 1.0-
CD2 (1.0 +d)
CMi MGF } i+ o--_--or 0._ -whichever is greater-
and the reactance by ...._
mx = k(d+_) 1.0+ 1/T_-_1.0- n_ .
pc o CD2 (1 + _')
FOR THE REGIME WHERE Vo/_d IS GREATER THAN 1.0
The perforate resistance is given by
(d+_} 0.64 Vn .03 CD (1.0 + _)
R= k Z 1.0 - Vn
pc o CD2 (1.0 + _)
+ "-7 or _ -whichever is greater-
and the reactance by
..X_ = k(d+_.) 0.33 1.0 + 2.(; CD (1 + _-)
pc _ CD Vn
2
1.o3 CD (1 + ?-)
x 1.0 - Vn
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where
k = free space wave number [= K/duct width, if formulation
dictates use in reduced frequency (K) terms]
d, £ = orifice diameter and length, respectively
o = perforate porosity
¢
Vo = velocity in orifice
' _ = radian frequency
Vn = Mi/okd
Mi = incident Mach number to perforate holes
MGF = grazing flow Mach number
CD = empirical discharge coefficient defined by
CD = 0.25 - "-'j" - O. + 0.28 "
if Vo/_d < 0.5 or
Vo
CD = 0.78 if _ O.5
Re = flow field Reynolds number [= _(d+_)2/v]
C = empirical constant (usually between 1.0 and 2.0)
c = ambient speed of sound
p = ambient air density
v = kinematic viscosity
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APPENDIX C
7
EVALUATION OF OVERALL ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
SEEN AT SURFACE OF A MULTI-LAYER, LOCALLY , ...i
REACTING, RESONANT CAVITY LINER SYSTEM*
*AJ'ter Heschevkin, S. N., "A Courne of Lectures on the ']'heory of %wund, "
Mac_ilZan, N. Y., ]9(;3.
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Consider the multilayer liner system as shown below where Z is the Impedance
of the layer facing (reslstance R and reactance X) normalized to pc (the
product of air density and speed of sound) and each layer Is separated by
dlstance d.
/ I
I I I ' /
I I I I /I
' _- I I_-dn -_ _ d2 _'_ dl
SOUND I I I I I /
I I l _ /
Zn Zn- I Z2 Z 1 /
I l I _ /
I I i i /
The input impedance of the first cavity and facing sheet is given by the
facing sheet impedance plus the cavity impedance (considered purely reactive)
i,e, J
Z]n = RI + j(X I - cot kdl)
where k = free space wave number = 2_ frequency I
c
= ZI - cot kd I
Now the input impedance of the closed tube of length d terminated by a finite
arbitrary impedance Za can be shown* to be of the form
j sin kd + Za cos kd
zin = Z(tube face) + j Za sin kd + cos kd
Thus, using this transformation extended to the second layer
j sin kd2 + Z]n cos kd2
Zl n = Z2 +
i Zl n sin kd 2 + cos kd 2
, 226
i
• ii _ I I "i-r
= Z2 - jcot kd2
j cotkd2 (jZln_iokd2 + _oskd2)+ j _i.kd2 + Z_"_o_kd_
+
j ZIn sin kdp + cos kd2
L
j(cot kd2 cos kd2 + sin kd2)
= Z2 - j cot kd2 +
j sin kd2 (Z_n - j cot kd2)
(cos 2 kd 2 + sin 2 kd2)
= Z2 - j cot kd 2 + in
sin 2 kd2 (ZI - j cot kd2)
1
= Z 2 - 3 cot kd 2 + . .
sin 2 kd 2 (Z_ n - j cot kd 2)
.,d
Now if we apply this procedure up to the nth layer the following continued
fractional relationship results.
in c+ 1
Zn = Zn 1
sin 2 kd n [ZCn_1 +
sin 2 kdn_l [zC
°-2.... ;i
C .
where Zm = Zm .j cot kdm+ 1 - j cot kd m, m _n
c = Zn _ j cot kdn . 1Zn
Thus, specifically for a triple layer cavity
Z_n = Z3 - j cot kd3
I
+sin 2 kd3[Z 2 -j COt kd 3 mj cotkd2. _. I _ I]sin2 kd2 Z1 "j cot kd2 -j cotkd I
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APPENDIX D I
EFFECTS OF BIAS FLOW ON IMPEDANCE OF
MULTICAVITY LINER AT VARIOUS REDUCED FREQUENCIES. '-.
GRAZING FLOW VELOCITIES, FACING SHEET POROSITIES,
AND CAVITY DEPTHS I
I
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_'_--'--"" i -- I I I I I
The basic configuration and blas flow Mach number c,)dlngis shown IvlFicj,Jr_
D.I.
23O
I",.-_- GRAZING FLOW DIRECTION
FACING LAYER _--_ MACH NO. Mgf)
POROSITY,,;,( ....
CAVITYDEPTH d2 ,_ I
INTERMEDIATE __ , /
' LAYER POROSITY °I F l
I BIAS FLOW
CAVITY d ] DIRECTION
DEPTH 1 I (MACH ,NO.Mi)
METAL SHEET
AIR SUPPLY 1.52 cms (0.6 in.)
t CAV,TY ! /k," i _i
_.\\\\\\\\\_x\\\\\\\\\\\ _
LINER MODEL
BIAS FLOW CODE
I I
MACH NO. SYMBOL
I
0.00 _ 0
0.003 D
o.oo5 A
0.010
o.o15 IP
o.o2o (3
NOTE: I) SYMBOL ARROW (DI_)DENOTES DIRECTION OF
INCREASING BIAS FLOW
2) SR, SX ARE SCALE FACTORS ON RESISTANCE
AND REACTANCE, RESPECTIVELY
Figure D.I Impedance M_del Layout, Parameter N()n,en_.latureand Ria_ Fl_)w
} Symbol Coding for Figures 105 tc_ 147
4
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BIAS FLOWMACH NUMBER
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .2
RESISTANCE PARAMETER (R x SR/K)
FREQUENCY, K = 0.5 , MACH NO., M = 0.O , SR = 0.2, SX = 0.2
Figure D.2 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-cavity Liner with
Porosities (_1=10%, o2=20%, and Cavity Depths d I =3.81 cms
I (1.5 ins.) and d,_ =3.81 cms. (1.5 ins.)0
_i ItI,_I'lt()I)UCI,BII,ITY 01,' "'
_j
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! l ! I
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.O 1.2
RESISTANCE PARAMETER (R x SR/K)
FREQUENCY, K = "75 , MACH NO., M = 0.O , SR = 0.25 SX = 0.25
Figure D.3 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities (_I= I0%, ,_,=20_, and Cavity Depths d I=3.81 Cms.
(1.5 in.) and d? =3.81 Cms. (1.5 in.)
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RESISTANCEPARAMETER (R x SR/K)
FREQUENCY, K = 1.0 , MACH NO., M -- O.O , SR = 0.5, SX = 0.5
I
Figure D.4 Effect of Bias Flow on impedanceof Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porositie_ o 1 =10%, o2 =20R_, and Cavity Depths d1 =3.81 cms.(1.5 in.) and d2=_.81 cms. (1.5 in.)
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RESISTANCEPARAMETER (R × SR/K)
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Figure D.5 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedanceof Multi-CavityLiner with
Porosities_i =IOZ, c_;,=20_,and Cavity Depths dl =3.81Cms.
(1.5 in.) and d =3.81Cms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.6 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with !
Porosities _I =IO_, o:_=20%, and Cavity Depths dI =3.81 cms, i
(1.5 in.) and do =3.81 cms. (1.5 in.) i
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+
Figure D.7 Effect of Bia_ Blow on Inlpedanceof Hulti-Cavity Linur with i
Pc_rosities 'I= I0_;'i, =20_], and Cavity D,_pthsdI =3.81 u,,.,.
(1.5 in.) and dI = 3.81 cm_. (1.5 in.) i
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RESISTANCE PARAMETER (R x SR/K)
FREQUENCY, K = 2.0 , MACH NO., M = 0.0 , SR = 1.0, 5X = 1.0
Figure D.8 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities _I =IO_, ,_:=20;', and Cavity Depth,_ d I =3.81 cm_.
(1.5 in.) and d;,=3.81 r.ms. (1.5 in.) J
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RESISTANCE PARAMETER(R x SR/K)
FREQUENCY, K = 2.25, MACH NO., M = 0.0 , 5R = 1.O, 5X = 1.0
Figure O.9 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities '_1 = 107,, ,_:, =20_;, and Cavity Depth., d I =3.81 cms
(1.5 iq,) and d,:3.81 cms. (1.5 in,)
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RESISTANCE PARAMETER (R x SR/K)
FREQUENCY, K =2.bO, MACH NO., M = U.U , SH = 1.0, SX = 1.0
Figure D.IO Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities oI= 10%, op =20%, and Cavity Depths dl = 3.81 cms.
(1.5 in.) and d2=3.81 cms. (1.5 in.)
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RESISTANCE PARAMETER (R × SR/K)
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Figure 0.11 Effect c_fBias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Lin_,rwith
P()rosities ':l: 102, <_,: 207,,and Cavity Depths dI= 3._,ICm'_.
(1.5 in.) and d, :3.8i Cms. (1,5 in,)
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Figure D.12 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities _I = 10%__);,=20_, and Cavity Depth_ d_ --.3.81 c,,s.
(1.5 in.) and d;,=3.81 cms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.13 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Linur with
Porosities ,_] =10',/., _,, = 20',7,, and Cavity [)_'pth_ d] _'_3.81 _l,l,_.
(1.5 in.) and d:,=3.81 r,ms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.14 Effect of Bias Flow ()n Inll-)_,(hli_Let)lM_iI_i-[;,_vityLihl,1-wilh
Porosities _i = I0',i;, ,_,, = 20',i;, and Cavity D_'I_th'_ dl = 3.81 L'm_,.
(I.5 in.) and d,,=3.8i cm,_. (I..5 in.)
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Figure D.15 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
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Figure D.17 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Lim, r with
Porosities '_I=10%, _, =202,, and Cavity Depths d I =3.81 cn,s.
(1.5 in.) and d;,=3.8i cms. (1.5 in,)
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Figure D.21 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities ,_} =IO2, ,3,=20_, and Cavity Depths dl =3._I cm_.
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Figure D.22 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities '_I---10'2", ,_, =20_, and Cavity Depths d 1 =3,81 cms.
(1.5 in.) and d,=3.8i cms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.23 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities _ = 10%, ,_?=20_, and Cavity Depths d_ =3.81 Cms.
1.5 in.) and d.,=3.81 Cms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.24 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with i
Porosities _I =I0_, 02= 20%, and Cavity Depths d I =3.8i cms.
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Figure D.26 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with i
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Figure D.28 EFfect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-cavity Liner with
Porosities '_1 =20_, t_2 =20_, and Cavity Depths dl =3.81 cm_.
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Figure D.31 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities _1 =20_, _;_=20% , and Cavity Depths dl =3.81 cm_.
(1.5 in.) and d:,=3.81 (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.32 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-cavity Liner with
Porosities ,_1_IO%, o2-40% , and Cavity Depths dI_3.81 cms.
(1.5 in.) and dp =3.81 cms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.33 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with !
Porosities o I =10%, _-,=40?,, and Cavity Depths d I =3.81 cm_. I
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Figure D.34 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities c_I =20%, _j;_=202, and Cavity Depth_ dI =3.81 cms.
(1.5 in.) and d;_=3.81 (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.35 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities o I= 10%, ,_.,=402, and Cavity Depths d I= 3.81 c_,_.
(1.5 in.) and d_ =3.81 cms. (1.5 in.)
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Figure D.36 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-cavlty Liner with
Porosities _I =10%, o2-20%, and Cavity Depths dI =1.91 cms.
(0.75 in.) and d2 = 5.72 cms. (2.25 in.)
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Figure D.37 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities _I = 10%, op--20_, Cavity Depths dI =1.91 cms.
(0.75 in.) and d2 =5.72 cms, (2.25 in.)
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Figure D.38 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavlty Liner with
Porosities o 1 = I0_, _2 =20_, Cavity Depths d I = 1.91 cms.
(0.75 in.) and d2 =5.72 cms. (2.25 in.)
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Figure D.39 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities ,_i =I0_, _?=20_ , Cavity Depths dl =1.91 cms.
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Figure D.40 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with i
Porosities _] = I0%, 02 =20_, Cavity Depths dI = 1.91 cms.
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Figure D.42 Effect of Bias Flow on Impedance of Multi-Cavity Liner with
Porosities (_] = 10%, 0;, = 20_, and Cavity Depths d I = 5.72 cms.
(2.25 in.) and d;,=1.91 cms. (0.75 in.)
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APPENDIX E i
....'
THE CALCULATION OF NORMAL INCIDENCE IMPEDANCE . .
IN A STANDING WAVE TUBE
i
L
lh_' r,.", i ',l.,:Ince i !_ g iw.ul l)y
I0 SI'IR/20 [I + tan:' 2J_(dl/>, - 0.25) JR
_,c I + I0sWRI20 tan:'2fI(d]l;_- 0.25)
I
and lhe reactance by
[I0SWR/IO - I] tan 2'_(di/_ - 0.25)
X =
pc I + I0SWRIIO tan2 2_(diI_ - 0.25)
where SWR = Standing Wave Ratio (dB difference of maximum and minimum
pressures)
dI : distance from first standing wave minima to the front face of
the sample
X :_ free space wavelength (speed of sound/frequency)
,.,"
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APPENDIX F
.,.1
CALCULATION OF ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE FOR A
LOCALLY REACTING RESONANT CAVITY TYPE
TRIPLE-LAYER LINER SYSTEM _
¢']'_,oecdus,e L'-, i;,.u_uU o_z theo_,(.: f.Z<:;,_L ,_J:tcru";<,_. ,,j' z,_,wi: , .","c<:', H,,', <' i,.
,"),:.__.#zj[ _. i).." tl/'Z ./_Z-,','7".l;i.(z',[(2l./lO(t_o.S' !;411',l ll,',.'Z,t_;,";'<" It'II'('<,_'<zJt,°(' s'..l('<_._"l.(t'c'>,'a'l_/
_'_z i"l.<.,t,) I)zi_.'l;_j d. ,<;c_u#z<7[/'l_]J,j Vo[, 14.l(/)j I"l" ;l_"-]'7_()J ]_l/'.].
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(_(m,iicler the genc:ralized triple cavity liner system as shown in the figure
below wher- time cavity depths are denoted by do, dl, and d2, the sound pressure
leveI._ at the front face of each liner denoted by SPLo, SPLI, SPL2, and SPL B
at the back wail, and the corresponding phase differences denoted by _PI0, 11'20
,lfl cJ 'i'i_(')'
AVITY DEPTHS
d2 _ d 1 _ d o
J _- RESISTIVE LAYERS
SPL B SPL 2 - SPLl
/// ....
- SOUND PRESSURE MEASUREMENT POINTS
Then the admittance (9) is given by
G = - 0 20 in kd0 sin (hl - 0 20 in kd I cos kd0 sin ¢20
(0 SPLB - SPL°II" 0)
- 20 - in kd 2 cos kd I cos kd0 sin¢3
+j 20' " sin kd0 cos _l +j 0 2(_ in kd I cos kd 0 cos '_:.'o
C SPLB-SPL )_ )
+j 0 20 in kd2 cos kd! cos kd0 cos @10
and the impedance Z = I/G, where
k = free space wave number = 2_, fre(]uency/speed of sound.
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APPENDIX G
I
j,q
AXIAL SOUND PRESSURE AND PHASE TRAVERSES ON , i
CENTERLINE OF TEST FLOW DUCT AT VARIOUS FREQUENCIES
AT VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF TWO EXTREMES OF BIAS FLOW
(MACH NUMBER = 0.0 AND 0.015) AND GRAZING FLOW
(MACH NUMBER = 0.0 AND 0.25)
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APPENDIX H
SOUND PRESSURE AND PHASE TRAVERSES WITHIN UPSTREAM i
AND DOWNSTREAM SECTIONS OF FLOW DUCT LINER AT
VARIOUS FREQUENCIES AT VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF
TWO EXTREMES OF BIAS FLOW (MACH NUMBER = 0.0 AND
0.015) AND GRAZING FLOW (MACH NUMBER =0.0 AND 0.25)
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Figure H.1(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 500 Hz. Bias Flow M i=0.0, Grazing Flow MGF =0.0
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Figure H.l(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 500 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =O.O15, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.I(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses withir Upstream Liner
at 500 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =O.O, Grazincl Flow MGF--O.25
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DISTANCE (CMS.) ]Figure H.2(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner at
1250 Hz, Bias Flow M i =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O i
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Figure H.2(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 1250 Hz, Bias Flow Mi =0.15, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.2(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 1250 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.015, Grazing Flow MGF=O.25
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Figure H.2(d) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at. 1250 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=0°25
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Figure H.3(a) Sound Pre'_,_ure and Pha,_e Traw, r',c., within l.Jp,,Ir_.,l,,.. Lim. r
at 1600 Hz. Bia_ FI,_,..+ M i _ 0.0, Grazinq Fl<,w /IGF " (').0 ";
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Figure H.3(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses wi thin Upstream Liner
at 600 HZ. Bias Flow Mi = O.OlS,Grazinq Flow _ O.O
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Figure H.3(c) S(_und P,L.'_'_,Jr(_clfl(J Pha_,(, Tr,)vt, r,,u,, within Up,_tren,'l Lin,,I
at ;600 H,'. Bi.s FIL,w Mi =O.01rj, Gr,l/in(i Fly,w=0.25
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Figure H.3(d) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstredm Liner
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow Mi=0.0, Grazing Flow=0.25
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Figure H.4(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 1700 Hz. Bias Flow M i =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF =0.0
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Figure H.4(b.) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 17OO Hz. Bias Flow Mi =O.O15, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.4(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverse_ within Upstream Line,- '
at 1700 Hz. Bias Flow M i=0.015, Grazing Flow MGF =0.25
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Figure H.4(d) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Upstream Liner
at 1700 Hz. Bias Flow M i =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=0.25
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Figure H.5 Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 500 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=0.0
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Figure H.6(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1,50 Hz. Bias Flow M i=0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.6(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1250 Hz. Bias Flow M i =0.015, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.6(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1250 Hz. Bias F]ow Hi =0.015, Grazing Flow HGF=0.25
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Figure H.6(d) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1250 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=0.25
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1Figure H.7(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses ,..t;thinDown'_tream Lin_,
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow H i =0.0, GraT_inq Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.7(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Down',tr '_am Lin,',
at 1600 Hz, Bias Flow Mi =0.015, Grazing Flow MGF=-O.O
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Figure H.7(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow M i =0.015, Grazing Flow MGF=0.25
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Figure H.7(d) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1600 Hz. Bias Flow Mi=0.0, Grazing Flow= 0.25.
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Figure H.8(a) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1700 Hz. Bias Flow Mi =0.0, Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.8(b) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1700 Hz. Bias Flow M i=O.O15. Grazing Flow MGF=O.O
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Figure H.8(c) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Liner
at 1700 Hz. Bias Flow M i=0.015, Grazing Flow MGF=0.25
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Figure H.8(d) Sound Pressure and Phase Traverses within Downstream Lin_r
at 17OO Hz. Bias Flow Mi = 0.O, Grazing Flow MGF= 0.25
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